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A study of how materialism and consumerism undermine our quality of life.In The High Price of
Materialism, Tim Kasser offers a scientific explanation of how our contemporary culture of
consumerism and materialism affects our everyday happiness and psychological health. Other
writers have shown that once we have sufficient food, shelter, and clothing, further material
gains do little to improve our well-being. Kasser goes beyond these findings to investigate how
people's materialistic desires relate to their well-being. He shows that people whose values
center on the accumulation of wealth or material possessions face a greater risk of
unhappiness, including anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, and problems with intimacy—
regardless of age, income, or culture.Drawing on a decade's worth of empirical data, Kasser
examines what happens when we organize our lives around materialistic pursuits. He looks at
the effects on our internal experience and interpersonal relationships, as well as on our
communities and the world at large. He shows that materialistic values actually undermine our
well-being, as they perpetuate feelings of insecurity, weaken the ties that bind us, and make us
feel less free. Kasser not only defines the problem but proposes ways we can change ourselves,
our families, and society to become less materialistic.

"An excellent, thorough, insightful examination of object hedonism and its psychological costs.
Well-written to boot."--Amitai Etzioni, University Professor, George Washington University and
author of "The Monochrome Society""Does money buy happiness? For years, social scientists
knew relatively little about this important question. Now that has changed. On the basis of more
than a decade's worth of original research, Tim Kasser provides a powerful answer--materialism
undermines human well-being. "The High Price of Materialism" is a path-breaking work that
suggests a fundamental rethinking of our values, behaviors, and economic structures. Deserves
the widest possible readership."--Juliet Schor, Professor of Sociology, Boston College; author of
"The Overworked American""Kasser powerfully argues that when we feel more vulnerable, we
exhibit more sharply defined materialistic tendencies"-- pwforecasts, ""Publishers Weekly""&
quot; An excellent, thorough, insightful examination of object hedonism and its psychological
costs. Well-written to boot.& quot; -- Amitai Etzioni, University Professor, George Washington
University and author of The Monochrome Society& quot; Does money buy happiness? For
years, social scientists knew relatively little about this important question. Now that has changed.
On the basis of more than a decade's worth of original research, Tim Kasser provides a powerful
answer--materialism undermines human well-being. The High Price of Materialism is a path-
breaking work that suggests a fundamental rethinking of our values, behaviors, and economic
structures. Deserves the widest possible readership.& quot; -- Juliet Schor, Professor of
Sociology, Boston College; author of The Overworked American& quot; Kasser powerfully



argues that when we feel more vulnerable, we exhibit more sharply defined materialistic
tendencies& quot; -- pwforecasts, Publishers Weekly" An excellent, thorough, insightful
examination of object hedonism and its psychological costs. Well-written to boot." --Amitai
Etzioni, University Professor, George Washington University and author of "The Monochrome
Society"" Does money buy happiness? For years, social scientists knew relatively little about this
important question. Now that has changed. On the basis of more than a decade's worth of
original research, Tim Kasser provides a powerful answer--materialism undermines human well-
being. "The High Price of Materialism" is a path-breaking work that suggests a fundamental
rethinking of our values, behaviors, and economic structures. Deserves the widest possible
readership." --Juliet Schor, Professor of Sociology, Boston College; author of "The Overworked
American"" Kasser powerfully argues that when we feel more vulnerable, we exhibit more
sharply defined materialistic tendencies" -- pwforecasts, "Publishers Weekly"--Amitai Etzioni,
University Professor, George Washington University and author of "The Monochrome Society"--
Juliet Schor, Professor of Sociology, Boston College; author of "The Overworked
American"ReviewA valuable critique of material culture, with facts and surveys making the case
that the true source of happiness comes from non-material pleasures.―Betsy Taylor, President,
New American Dream and author of Sustainable PlanetAbout the AuthorTim Kasser is
Associate Professor of Psychology at Knox College, Illinois.Read more
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Sally K. Severino, “The High Price of Materialism. If you believe, as many do--including
psychologist Tim Kasser, that materialism is one of the "religions" of the twenty-first century, you
will want to read this book.He calls materialism "affluenza" and defines it as an infectious
disease in which one becomes addicted to having. The vaccine for this disease, he proposes, is
mindfulness.He presents findings from his research and that of others on the materialistic
lifestyle. The findings are sobering. People who strongly value the pursuit of wealth and
possessions:1. Report lower psychological well-being2. Report insecurity3. Seek materials as a
coping strategy in an attempt to satisfy needs4. Report fragile self-esteem5. Report shorter, less
positive and more negative relationships6. Tend to treat others with less generosity, less
empathy, and more manipulation7. Experience less personal freedom and authenticityI
recommend this book.”

Salah Abdulaziz, “"Informative". Good information and needed knowledge.”

Soup, “Sociology and stuff. This books shies away from advice. Instead it provides first-hand
scientific research that’s presented without jargon. It’s understandable and allows you to decide:
is the cost of materialism worth it?”

Teddy and Me, “Excellent. I am still reading this book, but I am so enjoying it. This book explains
the reasons that we as a country and a culture are becoming more and more discontent and
unhappy. Our materialistic ideas and concepts, largely due to the media, TV, movies,
commercialism are so polluted and distorted by the idealogy that we need more and more "stuff"
and things to be happy......this of course never works!! Highly recommend this book....to anyone
who will listen!!”

Schroder, “"The High Price of Materialism". The High Price of Materialism is an accurate
representation of reality, if you are a normal person like you and me who likes to read an
interesting book, or is looking for an educational reading for school, THIS IS IT! I love the
reading style this author apprehends, and I read it faster then expected and I barely read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. The most beautiful thing is that it has amazing sentences
with different types and different characters”

nightreader, “Very well done. Great read and one that should be recommended to your friends,
family, and colleagues. Some really good summaries of studies and great insights. If you're
concerned at all about this subject matter or your own outlook on life, give this a good read.”

Ashley, “Good product. Good product”



Michael Hudson, “Very interesting. I used this book as the basis for my dissertation- I was
studying Materialism and it's affects on our mental health. Surprisingly this is actually a book that
if you're interested in the topic, you can read every page. I read the whole thing without skimming
or getting bored.”

Anthony, “Life changing. Life changing but wish he hadn’t used the American psychiatrist
diagnostic manual to compare problems... that book has been totally exposed as worthless by
the likes of Dorothy Rowe”

Reader, “Better than what I expected. Better than what I expected. Very good articulation of
information, good mix of psychology, modern-day life and challenges. Good eye-opener read.”

The book by Tim Kasser has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 108 people have provided feedback.
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